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For my project, I wrote a Python script 
that will extract selected XML metadata 
from an EAD encoded finding aid and 
export it as a CSV file. 
  
Princeton Theological Seminary Library 
contracts with the Internet Archive to 
digiLze some of the Seminary’s special 
collecLons. Part of the digiLzaLon 
process includes creaLng metadata for 
each digital object and supplying that 
metadata in a spreadsheet to technicians 
at the Internet Archive.



The Internet Archive 
then displays the 
metadata online with 
the scanned digital 
image of the collecLon 
item. 




Some collecLons have been 
processed and have EAD 
finding aids; others do not. 
Student workers are paid to 
create the metadata for each 
archival object to be scanned. 
When saved and exported as a 
CSV file, metadata created for 
scanning can be repurposed 
when creaLng collecLon 
finding aids.



 
Thus, the Seminary saves Lme and money by paying one 
student to create metadata for each object only once. 
  




This metadata is pulled from Library of Congress Subject Headings and Name 
Authority files and complies with the archival descripLve standard Describing 
Archives: A Content Standard. Normalized across collecLons, it can link to other 
collecLons internally or content from other insLtuLons with digital collecLons in 
the Internet Archive. 




First, I grabbed the XML EAD finding aid file:



Then, I drilled down through the hierarchy of nested 
EAD elements to the metadata elements I want to 
extract:



Next, I created a Python file and imported the ElementTree 
Class from the xml.etree module and the csv module, and 
asked the xml module to load the xml file and parse it:



Then, I looped through the XML file to get to my nested 
metadata: uniTtle, unitdate, and container.



I exported that metadata to a CSV file, which can accompany 
items being sent to the Internet Archive for scanning:

A-C	 1930-1960	 carton	
C-E	 1930-1980	 carton	
F-J	 1929-1968	 carton	
J-O	 1933-1980	 carton	
P-Z	 1931-1990	 carton	

Daily	planners	and	
diaries	 1950-1967	 carton	

Sermon	notecards	 1940-1960	 box	

Published	arOcles,	
works	by	others,	
biographical	materials	 1875-1997	 carton	

Faith	and	Knowledge,	
God's	FiTh	Columnist,	
the	Jewish	QuesOon	 1937-1994	 carton	

Der	RÃ¶merbrief	 1943-1996	 carton	

Sermons,	Sermon	on	
the	Mount	 1943-1990	 carton	

Publisher	
correspondence,	
publicity	materials,	PTS	
Neumann	
														lectures	 1953-1999	 carton	

Printers'	galleys	 1965-1979	 carton	



Result is normalized and 
repurposed metadata. 
Last step: use the Python 
command module to 
convert all of this script to 
one command line a 
student worker can easily 
run without extensive 
coding:



The command/sys module presents an argument that pulls the 
scripts together into one command. Working in the terminal, a 
student worker simply changes the xml file being parsed.



Success!!


